
Humanitarian Supplies 

Driven by humanitarian principles and ethics, Osman Consulting Ltd is an independent social
enterprise founded in the UK in 2008, providing technical expertise and consultancy to humanitarian
community stakeholders, with the aim to improve effectiveness and efficiency of humanitarian action.

A significant element of humanitarian disaster
management is about humanitarian supplies, but
not just anything at any time. The provision of
material assistance to refugees, IDPs and
persons of concern is fundamental part of an
effective and efficient response. The products
provided to populations of concern (refugees,
internally displaced, those hosting them) and to
ensure that the delivery of assistance is effective
and timely regularly changes and evolves to
keep up with changing times, understandings of
life with dignity, technological development etc.
To support quality response it is about getting
items: 

 In the RIGHT place; 
 At the RIGHT time;
 In the RIGHT quantity; 
 At the RIGHT quality; 
 At the RIGHT price; 
 And with the RIGHT language. 

Osman Consulting supplies offers
Osman Consulting Ltd has revamped its
humanitarian supplies catalogue offering
supplies that meet global quality standards at a
competitive price as well as being able to provide
drugs anywhere in the world. The standards of
the humanitarian products meet or exceed those
set by Sphere, UNHCR, ICRC amongst other
organisations and are selected based on the
unrivalled practical experiences of Moustafa
Osman who has spent over 20 years working in
the field.

The items are concentrated around shelter items
(such as IFRC emergency tent, transitional
shelter), non-food items (such as kitchen sets,
hygiene kits, sleeping mats, blankets), and
community-focused items such as emergency
schools, water bladders. To provide added value,
OC has direct links with suppliers and also
working on humanitarian supplies packages,
such as a 'Camp in a Box' (a package comprising
all the key items to provide relief to 10,000
people), and 'Camp school A-Z' (a package of all
supplies needed, from school shelter or building
to all supplies for a school of 200 children).

Our UN Global Market number is: 370194; our
DfID Suppl ier ID: 51778. OC have an
environmental policy and also adhere to policies
around not accepting child labour in its suppliers'
factories.

For detailed descriptions of commonly requested
humani tar ian suppl ies, do consul t our
humanitarian supplies catalogue as available
from our website and/ or do contact us directly
for custom made options to suit your specific
needs.

Recent clients: 
Some of our supplies' clients include Qatar
Charity, Islamic Relief.
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